Softball team prepares for invitationa

No mice in this garage

Spartans host fifth annual tournament at Twin Creeks Sports Complex

The Technology Center Garage features attractive
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Raza attracts
2,500 students
Day’s attendence
largest in event’s
10 year history
By Robert Drueekhammer
Special to the Daily

More than 2,500 Chicano/Latino high school students from 25
different high schools in Santa
Clara and Monterey Counties
attended MEChA’s 10th annual
Raza Day, surpassing organizer’s
expectations.
Club officials, which had
planned the event for only 1,500
students, said they were excited
over the increase in participation.
Anew’ Ibanez, Co -Chair of
MEChA and the coordinator of
this years event, said that she was
very pleased with the turnout and
the way things turned out
throughout the day.
"This is the largest turnout that
we’ve ever had.. .. Everything
is going really smooth. The students are cooperating very well,"
Ibanez said.
This year’s event, which featured workshops, speakers and
cultural presentations, was hosted
in the Event Center on Wednesday.
"Things are turning out pretty
good. There’s been a few minor
problems, but overall it’s turned
out great." said Francisco Mena.
Co-Chair for MEChA.
The day began with a brief
welcome from SJSU President
Gail Fullerton, who welcomed
the students to the campus. After
the welcome. Keynote Speaker
Jesse Barajas spoke about the

importance of students becoming
involved in their own communities.
"I thought the keynote speaker
was great. He really was motivating," said Eva Banuelos, a
junior from Gonzales High
School.
After Barajas’s speech.
MEChA members Alberto Verdun and Lourves Andrade gave
another key speech with
MEChA’s viewpoints on the purpose of Raza day.
The speech, which was given
by Verduzco in English and by
Andrade in Spanish, focused on

By Lorrie Voigt
Daily staff writer

’We held the event
on a weekday so that
the students could
see what the college
is really like. I think
the day was a real
success.’
Anabel Ibanez,
Co-Chair of MEChA and
the coordinator of this years
event
promoting higher education and
self-identity.
"What I really wanted to get
across was that the students
should always seek their own
self-identity, contribute to their
community and seek higher education." Andrade said.
After the speech. the students
went to one of 17 different work See RA 7A, page 3

Ken Wong Daily staff

Members of the dance group Fiesta Folklorica
perform in front of over 2,500 visiting high

photographer

school students who came to SJSU for Raza Day
Wednesday. Raza Day is sponsored by MEChA.

SJSU President Gail Fullerton is
touting the "Golden Handshake"
retirement offer as a shining alternative for faculty and non-teaching
staff within the gloom of the
impending budget crisis.
The CSU Board of Trustees
recently approved an early retirement incentive program for
employees in yet another effort to
cut costs to fit the state’s budgetary
guidelines.
The proposal encourages
employees to retire early by offering a bonus of two years service
credit, said Colleen Bentley-Adler,
public affairs officer for CSU.
"For example, if a person retires
with 10 years of service, they
would be be given 12 years credit,
so the retirement benefits are higher," Bentley-Adler said.
The "Golden Handshake" program is eligible to anyone who is
at least 50 years old and has
worked full-time for a minimum of
five years within the CSU system,
according to Fullerton.
The program was created in
order to alleviate the repercussions
of staff reductions due to limited
funds within the state budget. If
approved by Gov. Pete Wilson,
retirements would become effective this year between July 1 and
Sept. 30.
"We won’t be re-hiring so many
temporary faculty," Fullerton said
at a press conference Tuesday.
"Some just won’t be offered jobs
next fall."
Costs would be reduced as a
See EARLY, back page

UPD detains five visitors
By Robert W. Scoble
Daly staff wrier

Five high school students were
detained at gunpoint by University
Police officers Wednesday afternoon after a police cadet allegedly
spotted one of them with a knife
about 100 yards from the police
department.
Officers rushed down San Carlos Street with lights and sirens on
after the report. The police surrounded the five juveniles with
two cars and one officer held a gun
on the group. Another officer
searched them, according to witnesses at the scene.
The juveniles, whose names

were not released, told police that
they came to campus in their own
car to attend Raza Day festivities,
according to UPD spokesman
Richard Staley.
Around 1:15 p.m. a cadet
radioed the police department that
he had seen a youth with a knife.
Staley said that one of the youths
then threw an object into the bushes by the Scheller House between
Fourth and Fifth streets along San
Carlos Street. Four officers tore
apart the bushes along the Scheller
House as students walked past,
asking what was going on.
No knife was found and the five
were released after being goes -

honed for about 40 minutes, Staley
said. No one was arrested because
there was no physical evidence of
a crime, Staley said.
Reza Day was designed to help
Hispanic students gain access to
the SJSU campus and to promote
greater awareness of higher education among the Hispanic community, according to event organizers.
More than 2.500 students
attended Wednesday’s speeches
and workshops, said Anabell
Ibanez, MEChA president.
MEChA. a Chicano/Latino student organization, sponsored Rua
Day.

Audit exposes CSU trustee public
meeting violations, improper hirings
By Robert W. Seoble
wise!
State University
Board of Trustees has not consistently complied with open meeting
laws and improperly hired a maid
to work at the State University
House. said a state auditor general’s report released last week.
The Trustees inappropriately
discussed executive compensation,
campus related matters, policy
issues and the possibility of a
trustees’ retreat in closed meetings, the auditor’s report said.
The trustees discussed executive
compensation in closed meetings
on at least six occasions from July
1, 19147 to Sept. 30, 1990, the period covered by the auditor’s review.
In (me of those closed meetings
the trustees decided to raise the
salaries of the campus presidents
II SI111,000, the vice chancellors’
DailRetatlCalifornia

salaries to $145,(XX) and the executive vice chancellors’ salary to
$195,000.
Because of public outcry, the
report said, the trustees later
rescinded the salary increase/ The
report also said that trustees had
used inconsistent methods to
record closed meetings and did not
always follow announced topics of
closed meetings. The trustees have
made progress in improving their
compliance with the Bagley Keene Open Meeting Act.
The report also pointed out that
the Chancellor’s Office didn’t follow procedures when it arranged
for the California State University
Foundation to hire a maid for the
University House.
More than $015,000 was spent
on the hou.se over 36 months ending Sept. 1990. The report said
that $65,000 was spent on

repaving the long driveway which
has parking for 50 cars.
The Chancellor’s Office failed
to follow its personnel, budgetary.
and normal contract procedures
when it arranged for the foundation to hire the University House
maid, the report said. The maid
was paid 510.0(X) over three years.
Approximately $62,004) of that
was paid by the Chancellor’s
Office with revenues received
from renting a guest house on the
University House grounds.
The Cal, at the trustees meeting in Long Beach last week.
voted to sell the State University
House for $3.6 million. The house,
located in Bel -Air, was the home
for Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds
until she resigned last year.
Ii is being sold because the
See CSI’, hack page

a

Vandalism suspects sought for
damages to Spartan Bookstore
By Chris Lillie
Daily staff writer

University Police are still
searching for vandals who
smashed windows Sunday at the
Student Union, Sweeney Hall
and the Natural Sciences Building, according to Richard Staley,
UPD spokesman.
"As far as I know, there are no
suspects." Staley said.
Ni) damage estimates were
available, but Student Union
Operations Manager Adrian
Robeson said the windows shattered at the union were "very
expensive to replace."
"I’d certainly like for (UPD)
to catch the offenders so they
can pay for it." Robeson said.
The damage inflicted on the
union, including seven smashed
Plexiglas tables, is unprecedented, Robeson added.
"It hasn’t happened since I’ve
been in the Student Union,"
Robeson said. "To my knowledge we’ve never had anything
like this."
The vandals had to have
struck Sunday because union
staff working Saturday would
have seen them do it, she said.
"We had five windows broken
when we came in Monday morning," Robeson said.
The vandals apparently also
wrote on some windows, she said.
"We think they used a cake of
soap." Robeson said. "We
washed it off right away."
Union staff members, as well
as UPI), said they have no leads.
"We certainly have no idea
who did it," Robeson concluded.

Hillary Schalti

Daily staff photographer

Ben Deleon, left, and Rich King, right, replace a broken window
in Spartan Bookstore believed to have been broken by vandals.
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EDITORIAL

Gates must be accountable Spartan Daily endorsement an invalid call
pressure keeps
The
mounting, but Los Angeles
police chief Daryl Gates is
not yet willing to step down.
This is an outcry for not only
Afro-Americans, but all United
States citizens. If Gates retains his
job, it will send the message to
the LAPD that the action of those
21 officers was justified.
There is no way to repay Rodney
King for the violent outburst he
received on the night of March 3.
But there is a way to prevent such
further actions. And that is for
Gates to resign, all 21 officers to
be tried on criminal charges and
for King to win his lawsuit.
L.A. mayor Tom Bradley as well
as San Jose Police Chief Joe
McNamara have both publicly
called for Gates to step down,
obviously realizing the
seriousness of the heinous assault.
Although Gates may not be the
direct cause, he must accept
responsibility or risk losing the
credibility of the police force
which is fading quickly in the
public’s perception.
So far, four white officers have
been indicted on felony assault

and assault under color of
authority charges, while the others
remain under investigation. And
King wants to sue for $56 million,
$1 million per blow smitten upon
him by police officers.
The King incident is not the first
nor last of its kind in Los Angeles
or anywhere else throughout the
country. The Afro-American
community says police brutality is
part of every day life. This is
especially apparent in the greater
Los Angeles area.
any Americans,
especially minorities,
M distrust the police. If
Gates remains and the blatant
abuse of citizens continues, it will
become harder to remember that
not all police are as demented as
those that witnessed or
participated in King’s beating.
What ever happened to the belief
innocent until proven guilty? It
wasn’t present for Rodney King,
but we better bring it back. And
the only way to do so, is to make
an example of Police Chief Daryl
Gates. We must force his
resignation.

While in the past, the decisions of your
editorial board have been professionally
handled and well written, your decision to
endorse Tyler Warfield for A.S. President
is disturbing.
Warfield’s entire campaign is based on
the idea that the A.S. is an elite group of
directors who sit around on their butts and
do nothing for the students. The editorial
board of the Daily seemed to agree and,
therefore, endorsed Warfield based on this
very false premise.
The Spartan Daily is not in the position
to endorse any candidate. Before a
newspaper can endorse any candidate, its
reporters must thoroughly investigate
each candidate and should be familiar
with what each candidate has already
done professionally so that a logical
endorsement can be made.
In the case of the Daily, your
endorsement is based entirely on hearsay.
The Daily is no more familiar with what
is going on in the A.S. than is the
common student. If the Spartan Daily
were true to its readers, it would realize
that Warfield’s claims regarding the A.S.
are false. How can the Daily even claim to
know what’s going on in student
government? You have no more
knowledge of the A.S. than naive

Warfield does. Where was The Spartan
Daily when the student representatives
won their battle in the Academic Senate to
rescind the $20 add/drop fee? For that
matter where is The Spartan Daily during
nearly every Senate and A.S. Board of
Directors meeting? How can you claim to
know what is going on if your reporters
are absent from our meetings?
Now, where was your endorsed
candidate during all of this? Why hasn’t
he ever been seen at an Academic Senate
meeting, particularly while we were
fighting the $20 add/drop fee and
expressing our concems over the budget
crisis? Why hasn’t he attended a full A.S.
Board of Directors meeting? When you
think about it, what can Warfield claim he
has accomplished? Not much. He has not
been around when his fellow students
needed his voice the most.
Furthermore, it seems that there is the
possibility of conflict of interest in your
decision to endorse Warfield. First,
Warfield, in a conversation with a Daily
reporter in the lobby of the A.S. office,
was overheard saying that he has been
friends with Angus Klein, Daily executive
editor, for years. Second, Warfield’s
"campaign manager" is Blair Whitney,
A.S. Director of Community Affairs,

EDITOR’S FORUM
ANGUS KLEIN

Defending editorial
board’s endorsement
My relationship with Tyler Warfield
needs to be clarified. Warfield and I
became friends when we lived in the same
residence hall two years ago.
Upon learning that Tyler was running for
A.S. president I anticipated that
complications could arise if I didn’t let the
rest of the editorial staff know I knew him.
The staff was fully aware that I knew
Warfield when we decided to endorse him,
and at no time did I exert influence over the
five -person board to vote for Warfield.
Four of the board members voted for
Warfield and one for Launder. My equal
vote had no influence on the outcome.
Normally we avoid answering comments

on the forum page. We feel the letters to
the editor and the campus voice sections
should serve as a voice for the campus
and not the Daily staff.
Today, however, Layering and Vogel have
made accusations that deserve response.
Layering and Vogel are as ignorant of
the Daily’s endorsement process as he
claims we are of the A.S.
The endorsement committee had private
half-hour discussions with the candidates,
read 300-word platforms and a question
and answer section in the Daily. This
hardly constitutes a flippant endorsement
based on hearsay.
Layering and Vogel have questioned the

whose job requires him to have a working
relationship with the press, and, therefore,
is very well known among the editors and
reporters at the Daily. The question arises
as to whether Warfield and Whitney have
used their connections with the Daily to
influence the editorial board’s decision to
endorse Warfield.
Finally, to endorse a candidate whose
platform is based on the premise that the
Associated Students is composed of donothing members, when in reality neither
Warfield nor the Spartan Daily is in the
position to make this claim, is wrong. To
say that the current student representatives
have done nothing is an insult to all those
who have actively participated. Such
ignorance of the student representatives’
actions may be the primary cause of low
student participation in student
government and low voter turnout.

Mark R. Vogel
Academic Senator
Junior, English
Todd Layering
A.S. Director of Academic Affairs
Junior, Electrical Engineering
concept of the Daily endorsing a candidate
for A.S. president. Layering and Vogel’s
comment that the "Daily is no more familiar
with what is going on in the A.S than is the
average student" is a commentary on the
visibility of the A.S. in itself.
If the average student has no clue about
the A.S., why do you have elections?
Why don’t you just appoint someone and
not invite student or media input?
What offends Layering is our choice of
candidates, not the idea of endorsing.
Layering, a supporter of Nicole Launder,
takes offense to the Daily choosing
Warfield. What are the chances that he
would have written the letter if we had
endorsed Launder?
To those A.S. members who have
accomplished tasks, we applaud you. But
it seems that when the A.S. is asked what
it has done the single answer seems to be
the removal of the S20 add-drop fee. You
can’t use this reference forever, A.S.
We continue to endorse Warfield as new
blood for A.S. president.
Angus Klein is the executive editor of
the Spartan Daily.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
A vote for Warfield
Editor.
The issues I talked about are of critical
importance to all students as the state
faces a budget crises, fee increases,
system -wide cuts, proposals for
eliminating 700 class sections on our
campus alone, and a threatened reduction
in the quality of our education. The A.S.
Dan Huenorgardt

Sparta, r:

needs to reach out to corporations for
support of our university, which has much
to offer.
After long conversations with both
Nicole Launder and Tyler Warfield about
the issues, and coming to know their
depth and scope of knowledge about the
association, and of their dedication to the
students and their concerns, I know who
the best candidate for A.S. is.

It is with confidence, knowing of his
dedication, his recognition of the cultural
diversity of our university, and his goals
and direction to make the association an
effective organization, that I, Gabriel
Miramontes. former CEO/A.S. controller.
endorse Tyler Warfield for A.S. president.
Gabriel Miramorues
Accounting

PERSPECTIVE
Has the recession had any effect on you?
Personally, no. But I see the effects
on a lot of people and a lot of friends.
Its really hard to get jobs and it is
taking a toll on other people. I’m sure
it will only be a matter of time until it
takes one on me.

Claudia
Acha
Social Work
Graduate
23

Ali
Doctor forix itii n
rill

t_

Biological
Chemistry
Senior
22

Jaime
Galang

Actually I work for a department
store and the recession has hit it. We
didn’t lose our jobs, but still you
don’t know what’s going to happen.

Basically just some property that we
own in Northern California that we
were anticipating to sell in the near
future. But knowing that the
recession has taken such a bite out of
people’s finances, I don’t think that’s
it’s going to be possible for that
property to be sold in the near future.

I guess it has because things are
more expensive. I noticed I’ve
decided to be very selective in what I
buy ill really need it then I buy it.

Environmental
Biology
Alumnus
25

Tami
Trobough

Morina
Mejia

Yes, because I’m an alumnus and
currently I’m looking for a job. Ii
makes it that much tougher to find a
job straight from college. This is my
third month looking for a job and I
still haven’t found anything.

Interior
Design
Senior
26

Chemistry
Junior
32
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Sparta( uide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center.) The deadline
is 10 a.m.

’I find the event very motivating. I come here
every year and always- meet new people.’

From page I

Elizabeth Albarez,
shops that were held around the
campus. Some dealt with specific
junior from Willow Glen High School
work areas such as business,
medicine, journalism and law
enforcement. All workshops gave
high school to work together as a ing. I come here every year and
the students a realistic picture of
group, and I learned a lot," Banue- always meet new people," said
what working in that field is like.
Elizabeth Albarez, a junior from
los said.
"In all of our workshops dealing
After attending their choice of Willow Glen High School in San
with a profession, there was a proworkshops, the students returned Jose.
TODAY
fessional from that job area that
Ibanez said that the day’s events
to the Event Center for lunch. The
AIAA-EROSPACE: Barbeque Social. 12 30
personal
perspecdiscussed
their
p.m., SJSU BBO Pit, call 947-8740
were scattered throughout the camlunch, lasting from 11 a.m. to 1
tive of their work area," Ibanez
p.m.. featured several cultural pre- pus in order to give the students a
APICS: American Production Inventory Control Society General Meeting, food and drink said.
sentations, including an Aztec realistic picture of college life.
provided, 7 p.m.. Guadalupe Room. Student
Other workshops dealt with dancing presentation. The students
"We held the event on a weekUnion. call 223-6419.
issues such as working in the com- were also able to meet each other day so that the students could see
CAMPUS LEFT: Students For Radical Poht- munity.
and talk about their future goals what the college is really like,"
ical Economy, General Meeting, 830 p m.,
"I attended a workshop on how together.
Ibanez said. "I think the day was a
Costonoan Room. Student Union, call 287to organize students within your
"I find the event very motivat- real success."
4596 or 971-8256.
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT:
RADICAL REALITY: CHI ALPHA Christian
Computing Your Career. Options lor Com- PEOPLE FOR PEACE: Subcommittee of games area. call 924-6322
Fellowship, Weekly Worship. Bible Study
puter Engineers, Noon, Engr Bld., Room SA F.E.R., Rally at General Electric to stop
FRIDAY
and
Sponsored
Fellowship. 7 30 p m Duncan Hall
Weapons.
production of Nuclear
189. call 924-6033.
Room 135. call (4151948-0822
Boycott, 1130 a m., Corner of AKBAYAN CLUB: Cabinet Meeting. 5 p.m
CATHOUC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: "Lent by Intact GE Monterey Hwy riall 14151 272- 1st floor. Student Union
and
Event,- Soup, Supper and Communal Curtner
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Taize Prayer for SJSU SPARTAN ORIOCCI: General MeetPrayer Service, 6 p.m., Campus Christian 9522
Peace. 7-8 p m. Campus Christian Center ing. 7 p m Guadalupe Room,
RePROGRAM:
ADVISORY
RE-ENTRY
Student
Center, (10th and San Carlos) call 298110th and San Carlos) call 298- Union. call 926-8493.
entry Support Group. Noon -1 30 pm. Coun- Chapel.
0204.
0204
Services-ADM Room 120. call 924CHILD DEVELOPMENT CLUB: Speaker seling
L.D.S.S.A.: Friday Forum, Cultural AwareJim Hopper on "How To Open Your Own 5930
Daycare,- refreshments provided. T-shirts VOICE: Bowling Social. Come Have a ness. Hong Kong. 12-30 pm.L D.S.S.A
Union
Student Center. 66 So 7th St
.0111fr3
Student
for sale, 11.45-12.45 pm, Sweeney Hall Ball," Meet 5.30 p.m,. at
C -MOP
Room 411,
TRAVEL 40e.
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS: Fellowship. NoonIa., ...
1 30 p m . Pacheco Room, Student Union,
call 268-1411.
Bus Charter service
ivorld.WIde professional travel service
ECONOMICS STUDENTS ASSOC.: Get
Acquainted Party.3-4 p m Dudley Moorhead Hall Room 135
Discount fairs available
vvIth San Jose State University ID.
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL ALLIANCE:
Meeting- Potluck Social and Election of New
82 S. Almaden Ave.
Officers. 4.30-6 30 p m, Guadalupe Room.
.;ose, CA 95113 (408) 294-5000
Student Union. call voice mail. 236-2002
The Jewish Student Union is le
IEEE COMPUTER SOCIETY: Computing
hosting a Passover Seder on
Your Career Options For Computer Engineers, Noon. Engr. Bld ,Room 189
April 1, 7:00 pm at Temple
INTER-RESIDENCE HALL ASSOC: Soho
The Job Xchange
Fever. 5-9 p m . Aquatic Center. call 924.
Emanuel, in San Jose.
8118
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
Providing a new approach for
eekly Meeting. 2 30.4 p m Guadalupe
Bay Area professionals to
Meals will be Kosher. style
Room Student Union, call 241.0851 Or 288access the hi -tech job market,
7559
and vegetarian meals will
the Job Xchange operates
?*
be available.
24hrs. as a public BBS.

YesterDaily
Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.
An SJSU student allegedly bit a
woman’s face and attempted to rape
her Sunday next to the Spartan
Memorial Chapel, UPD said.

The academic senate voted to hold
spring break during the ninth week
of school. The ruling will be in
effect next spring.

5 39.95

InfoOlscs
11.011

1120Ctu
747

Friday’s forecast
Mostly sunny skies.
Highs in the upper 50s
and lows in the low to
middle 40s.
National Weather
Service

DON’T LOUNGE
AROUND..
GET OUT AND VOTE!
A. S. Run-off Elections

TODAY & TOMORROW

MARCH 20 & 21

&

Polls are open 9am to 8pm
Polls are located at the
Student Union, Clark Library
Spartan Complex Breezeway

- Job listings and resumes.
- User

RSVP by March 22 at 725-8269, or call for
more information.

by WY lab, I,..

111)Orwle
Pao

Morning showers with
cloudy skies in the
afternoon. Temperatures
in the 50s.

The SJSU women’s golf team, led
by head coach Mark Gale, is ranked
number one in the country. All of
the players are listed on the top 100
individual’s list.

JOIN THE 2nd ANNUAL
PASSOVER SEDER!

1991 Grads - Job Hunt Silicon Valley
Using 11,. Silicon Veiley Molitor. A
al-Tech Employment OuldADeteElese.
gl
Aro ON
ime iwwwo C..m.

Today’s forecast

(CA1.01
Illeca

=1:1141A

Friendly

- currently FREE to all!

CALL TODAY!!!
Requites a computer and modem

Data Line: (415) 226-6160
(1200/2400 MNP5)
Located in Frernont

You asked for a computer
price that wouldn’t turn
your pockets inside out.

student Affairs
springs
ahead for you

f.
io

Funded by Associated Students

Student Information Day
March 2 I, 1991
9

am

- 2 pm

Student Union
Main Level
contests, prizes, music, balloons. and information

RESERVE

OFFICERS’

TRAINING

We heard you loud and clear.

CORPS

It, hue. 5c se made the IBM PerNonal Systemfi
as easy to own as it is to use. And our special
student price proves it.’ Plus, the IBM PS/2 Loan
for Learning makes owning one even easier.
The PS/20 comes prcloaded with easy -to-use
software, including Microsoftfi Windows,’" 3.0.
Just turn on the PS/2 to tackle your papers, lab
reports, graphics and charts.
And on a different note, you can get a great

1,4111PP

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW

low price on the
landfi Desktop Must,
System that transforms your IBM psn
with Micro Channelfi into an
exciting, comprehensive music
maker.
Check out the IBM PS/2.
With our student price, you’ll
able to keep a hand on your budget and
a hold on your pocket.

STUDENT
PRICE

ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.

SEE THE IBM PS/2 ON DISPLAY IN THE SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

Things got pretty competitive lot this lob I nt suie
my college degree and good grades kept me in the
ninnmg But it the end it watt the leadership and
management experience I got through Army ROTC
that won them over
You can begin to develop impressive leader
skip skills with an Army ROTC elPi-tive Register
now without obligation
Find out more Contact Captain Mark
Backer, Room 308, MacQuarrie Hall, 924-2925.

Or call Arthur hie at (408)452-4931, ext. 1102, to schedule a personal
demonstration with one of your SJSU IBM Collegiate Representatives. Be sure
to ask how IBM’s Loan for Learning program can help you finance your PS/2
at affordable interest rates.
Eligible SJSU faculty and staff may also qualify for IBM’s specially discounted
educational prices.
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ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

this otter a avaJahie only to qualified students, faculty, staff, and institutions that purr hose IBM Sete, fed Atartemir Solutions
through partiopating rampus locations oleo are suntect to avadatsirty PM.% are sublet to chancre and IFIM may withdraw the
oller at any time without written notice IBM. Personal System/2 , PS/2 and MOM Channel aye registered trademarks ol International
Bustness Machines Comotation toolKrmintt a a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation Wrndows is a trademark nf
Corporation anland is a remterod trademark of li.land Corporation, US
IBM Corporation 1990

Players hope for clear skies

SJSU loses
games to
Iowa, rain

By Jim Johnson
Daily staff writer

By John Bessa
Daffy staff water

Rockslord Takamatsu

Daily staff photographer

San Jose Jammers’ Kenny Travis #25 rejects a shot by Oklahoma City Calvary’s Steve Built in the Jammers’ 135-128 win.

Jammers’ future in doubt
By Corey Tresidder
Daily staff writer

The San Jose Jammers ended
their season last weekend with two
wins over the Oklahoma City Cavalry, yet a 21-35 season record
leaves questions about the future of
the team in San Jose in 1991-92.
With a new coach taking over
mid-way through the season and a
team with little or no previous
CBA or NBA experience, the future for the Jammers is uncertain
for both the players and the coach.
"I could go oversees or hack
home to Los Angeles. who
knows." said starting forward
Mike Yoest about his future plans.
"I’d like to stay in San Jose, but
with the CBA it’s hard to predict
where I’ll he "

Jammers ’oat:11 Herman Kull
cited a lack of interest and money
on the part of the NBA for woes
throughout the CBA. He based the
Jammers problems on a small talent base and injuries, but he said
the injuries are not an excuse for
weak performances. Hull said the
Jammers were unable to bring
good talent off the bench to cover
for injuries to five out of nine players at one point during the season.
"This is supposed to he a developmental league and if the NBA
would put more effort and money
into it. mav he the games would he
more exciting for the fans to
watch." Kull said.

With a 8-3 record, SJSU’s
softball team is not washed
up, but it was washed out of
the second game of Tuesday
night’s doubleheader against
Iowa. after losing the first
game 4-I.
Iowa jumped ahead of the
Spartans in the fourth inning
after sophomore pitcher Lisa
Wehren
Iowa’s
walked
Diana Repp and Amy Hartsock to load the bases. Andi
Meyers then knocked her teammates in on a fielder’s
choice. The Spartans threw
the hall home, trying for the
force out, but the ball got
away from catcher Tami
Rudd, scoring an extra run
on the passed ball.
Iowa’s
first
baseman
Christa Davis then came up
and hit a fly ball misplayed
by center fielder Darcy Stapley. Davis reached third
base, driving in the other two
of Iowa’s four runs for the
game. Wehren pulled the
Spartans out of the inning by
fielding a bunt and throwing
out the runner, and then
striking out Diane Pohl.
The Spartans mounted a
brief comeback in the bottom
of the fifth inning. First baseman Mitzi Zenger walked
and was advanced to third on
hunts by senior Janice Richner and Stapley. Zenger
scored the Spartan’s only run
of the game on a shot to centerfield by senior Roz Rios.
Third baseman Jackie Tawney advanced Rios to second
base with a hard-hit single
down the left field line. Tawney was the victim of a forceout at second when shortstop
Tracy Lopez’ hit failed to get
out of the infield.
Coach Kathy Strahan said
that she was "very dissapointed" with the teams performance.
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bracket, while the other two teams
play in the consolation bracket.
Bracket play will continue Saturday and Sunday with the championship and consolation final
scheduled for 11 a.m. Sunday.
SJSU begins its tournament
schedule against Missouri tonight
at 7, continues on Frida) with an
11 a.m, game against New Mexico. and concludes its pool schedule against Michigan at 3 p.m.

Tired of Facing This
Every Morning?
Well offer you more than just a Bus!
Unique Combinations of Alternative Transportation Assistance
Available to All Students, Faculty & Staff.
Enter Drawing For 2 FREE April Passe-,

1131111
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Three past tournament champions are back for the 1991 NIST.
Nebraska won in 1987, Michigan
finished on top in 1989 and Arizona State won last year. Only
1988 champion UCLA is missing.
The 16-team field is divided into
four four-team ’vols. with each
team playing every other team in
its pool today through Friday.
The top two teams in each pool
advance to the championship

AlTrans
%.

MID C4C)IVIPUTER
RESCUER
SALES &

Assistant softball coach Rhonda Rey elle, right, and bead coach
Kathy Strahan give a pep talk to their team after a game.

Environmental Resource Center
Washington Square Hall #115
(408) 924-5467 (Located On Campus
at Sari Antonio and 4th St I
" Transportation Alternatives For A Healthier Planet’
FUNDED BY THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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Don Richey - - Daily stall photographer
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MARCIA 22-24
Fri 11am-8pm, Sat &Sun 11am-5pm

r $ 2 OFF MAC RENTAL

Llo S. Third St.

be anything new for the Spartan
softball team.
Due to rainouts. SJSU has managed to play only II of its 24
scheduled games thus far.
The Spartans have compiled a
solid 8-3 record anyway including
a season-opening eight-game winning streak, which was snapped by
seventh-ranked Fullerton State last
weekend. The Titans swept a double-header from the Spartans 4-2
and 1-0 at Fullerton.
The Spartans extended their losing streak with a 4-1 loss to Iowa
Tuesday night. The second game
of the scheduled double-header
was rained out.
SJSU is ranked No. 12 in the nation in the NCAA Top 20 poll, and
leads an impressive field of national talent into this week’s tournament.
Seven teams in the tournament
boast top-20 rankings. No. 5ranked Arizona State is the topranked team in the tournament followed by No. 8 Iowa, No. II
SJSU, No. 15 Central
Michigan, No. 18 New Mexico
and No. 19 Massachusetts.
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Explore Holland.
the land of tulips, on your way
to the rest of Europe. Make this
summer vacation really special,
fly non-stop to Amsterdam and
back for as little as $658! Come and
go as you please ...an
additional $60gives you
an open return! Call
your travel agent or
Martinair at
1400-FON-HOLLAND
411r Nefitiniait Honor id

SOFTBALL

HARDDISK OPTIONS:

MD3114C-2SAIKZ, Lt&
SIR ei411/4 OAHE SYSTEM

Orte

There are 16 softball teams
holding their collective breaths this
week, not the least of which is the
SJSU team.
As rain continues to make a
fashionably late appearance in the
Bay Area, teams from all over the
United States are ruminating in
local hotel rooms, waiting for a
chance to compete in the fifth annual Bud Light National Invitational Softball Tournament.
"It’s make it or break it time."
SJSU coach Kathy Strahan said.
"We’ll find out what were made
of.
The Spartan-hosted event will
be held, clear skies willing, today
through Sunday at the Twin Creeks
Sports Complex in Sunnyvale.
If the expected torrents play
tricks on the NIST like they did on
the Spartan Classic baseball tournament last weekend, it wouldn’t

ORE CACHE . . .
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Athlete battles odds in comeback

Tennis team shutout
by fifth -ranked Cal

r-

By Corey Tresidder
At the Almaden Valley Athletic Club (AVAC) on Tuesday.
the Spartans men’s tennis team
was beaten soundly by fifthranked Cal 9-0.
The closest singles match was
between No. 1 seed Brian Eagle
and Cal’s Matt Lucena. After
Eagle fought bravely but unsuccessfully in a 7-5 first set, he answered nearly every shot Lucena made in the second set.
Eagle tied the set at 5-5 and
again at 6-6 to force a tiebreaker. But he got frustrated
toward the end, hitting several
long balls and was beaten by
tough Cal serving. Lucena took
the tie breaker and the match 75. 7-6.
No. 5 seed Mike Askvig won
the first of only three sets the
Spartans would take on the day
in his match against Eddie Marcum. Marcum came hack from a
tough 7-5 loss in the first set to
roll to a 5-7, 6-3. 6-2 win.
Other scores from the singles
matches are Brandon Coupe’s
No. 2 seed loss to Bent Pederson 6-2. 6-0, No. 3 seed Richard Beijer’s 6-3, 6-4 loss to
Matt Stroyman, Dana Gill’s No.
4 seed 6-2, 6-2 loss to Pete
Fitzgerald and No. 6 seed Mauricio Cordova’s 6-3. 6-3 loss at
the hands of Antlers Rolfson.
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Cancer victim
returns to action

"My serve was good, but he
was running down a lot of shots
that should have been winners," Beijer said of his match.
Stroyman "won the match. I
don’t think I lost it."
Beijer and Coupe dropped
their No. 1 seed match 6-1, 6-1
to Marcum and Barry Hancock.
Askvig and Eagle lost the first
set 6-3 of their No. 2 seed
match, came back to win 6-1 in
the second hut gave up the last
set 6-2. Cordova and Gill won
the second set in their No. 3
seed match, but Rolfson and
David Carmel were too strong
and won 6-2, 4-6, 6-2.
"Coupe learned a valuable
lesson in his match," Spartan
coach John Hubbell said. "Pederson is a high-ranked player.
something like No. 6 in the nation, and he played like it. He
hit the ball so hard and never let
Coupe get into the match."
Hubbell also noted that because several games in Cal’s recent schedule were cancelled
due to rain, the Bears were hungry to play.
The match was played at
AVAC because top teams in
NCAA tennis will not play the
Spartans at the South Campus
courts. The risk of injury is
much higher at the South Campus courts than at AVAC. said
Hubbell.

Daily staff writer

By Shigeru Nishisvaki
Daily staff writer

During the summer of 1987. the
future looked bright for gymnast
Melanie Weispfenning. She had
just graduated from Cupertino
High School and was on her way to
Cal Poly Pomona on a gymnastics
scholarship.
Suddenly, just two weeks after
graduation, the bad news hit.
Weispfenning was diagnosed as
having a cancerous tumor in her
left hand and was told by doctors
to cancel all future athletic plans.
Doctors were unsure about how
to treat this rare case of cancer.
Oncologists at Stanford Medical
Center suggested amputating her
left arm. Others predicted she only
had six months to live.
Wcispfenning’s life turned into
a nightmare. She was admitted to

’Melanie is amazing.
She has so much
determination to keep
coming back from all
adversity.’
-Jackie Walker,
gymnastics team head coach
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San Jose’s Good Samaritan Hospital, where her mother Nanette was
employed. Through months of
her
treatment,
chemotherapy
weight got as low as 79 pounds and
she lost all of her hair.
In her struggle to survive,
Weispfenning received valuable
support and warmth from her family and friends. Her older sister
Lea even gave up her job as a gymnastics instructor in Hawaii and
moved to California to be with her.
Weispfenning credits her family
and friends for support during her
illness.
"My best friend, and just my
entire family in general: my sister,
everybody was just there for me,"
she said. "I had somebody in the
hospital every single day."
Seven months passed before
Weispfenning was released from

Good Samaritan in early 1988.
Even though the worst part was
over, doctors said there was a
chance the cancer might come
back.
Weipfenning returned to school
later that year. She enrolled at
Long Beach State that fall, giving
up all aspirations of ever competing in gymnastics again.
A year later. Weispfenning decided to transfer to SJSU so she
could be closer to her family.
She enrolled in a human performance class during her first semester to regain some of the strength
and form lost during the chemotherapy treatment. That was when
SJSU assistant gymnastics coach
Wayne Wright, who was the instructor of the course, saw Weispfenning’s talent, and encouraged
her to join the team.
Weipfenning’s decision to join
the squad proved to be beneficial.
In 1990. her first year of collegiate
competition, she recorded a 9.35
in the balance beam event, the
third best score on the team.
This season, Weispfenning has
had to overcome another serious,
but less severe adversity. During
pm-season workouts, she suffered
a sprained ankle which kept her out
for much of the first half of the season.
However, when she returned to
action on March 8 against Fullerton State and Illinois State. the
tenacious gymnast surprised everyone by scoring a 9.3. second on the
team to Cheryl Sanwo’s 9.5.
She matched that performance
against Boise State last Saturday,
scoring a team-high 9.3 in only her
second meet since returning from
her injury.
"Melanie is amazing," gymnastics head coach Jackie Walker
said. "She has so much determination to keep coming back from all
adversity, first from her illness of
cancer and then from her ankle injury that was quite severe in the
fall.
"She is an inspiration to other
people. ’ Walker added. "She just
wants something so badly, and she
works really hard to get back into
shape."
Even though it has been nearly
three years since she was released
from the hospital. Weispfenning
still cannot believe her paSi en-

File photo

Melanie Weispfenning strikes a pose on the balance beam. Weispfenning recovered from an ankle injury sustained this year.
dcavor for life.
"I feel really good now that I
look back on it," she said. "It
seems like it was a really long time
ago because that whole year was
terrible, and half the things that
happened to me 1 can’t believe
did."

Iler struggle to survive has also
taught her a valuable lesson in life.
Weispfenning said.

"Sometimes when I get down or
when I get frustrated like anybody.
else would about school or about
anything, 1 think that I am just
lucky I can go to school and that I
Coming so close to death at such am healthy."
a young age has and will continue
to haunt Weispfenning.
Wednesday, the very same
young woman who was told she
"I think about it every single only had six months to live four
night before I go to bed because I years ago. celebrated her 22nd
say prayers that it doesn’t come birthday. something many of us
would take for granted.
hack." she said.
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EARLY
Front page 1
result of leaving some positions
vacant and by replacing the early
retirees with lower-ranked staff at
a lesser cost. Fullerton said. And
since many of those faculty members who would be eligible for the
early retirement incentive have
seniority and are, therefore, higher
payed, the savings would accumulate yearly.
"It’s cost-free in the long run; it
invites in new faculty and helps to
invigorate departments," Academic Senate Chair John Galm said.
Besides the cost-effectiveness of
the early retirement plan, GaIm
supported the program as one
which would bring in new, fresh

Spartan Daily

teaching talent. "It’s the surprises
that we need. Our students are
young and ideas are perpetually
young."
The CSU system previously
offered an early retirement incen-

tive in 1980, 1983, and 1988, but
limited it to instructors only.
Because of the state’s current fiscal limitations, however, the program is available to non -faculty
employees as well.

CSU

that 15 bids greater than the $3
million purchase price were
received.
The CSU plans to buy a smaller
and cheaper house and keep the

From page!
home is toe far from the CSU’s
new offices in Long Beach, said
Colleen Bentley -Adler, CSU
spokeswoman.
The home is used for fundraising, dinners, social and cultural
events, she said.
The house was donated in 1972
to the CSU and during the
Trustees meeting, it was reported

money that is left over from the
sale in an interest-bearing account.
Bentley -Adler said. The interest
will be used to pay for future
upkeep on the house.
’Trustees are now starting a process of developing some criteria
on what they need for the new
house, she said.

L.A. mayor calls for Gates’ resignation
1.0S ANGELES (API -- Police
Chief Daryl Gates, under intense
pressure to resign because of the
videotaped beating of a motorist,
defended his officers Wednesday
but said "we arc not perfect" and
procedures were under scrutiny.
Calling his 8.300-officer department the finest department in the
country." Gates said he had begun
a "brick -by -brick’’ analysis of
training procedures.
"We are devastated by this."
Gates told the City Council. We
are devastated because this is a
good department. It’s a fine department. . . While we are not perfect, we do fail.
Prior to the chiet’s appearance.

a parade of citizens spoke during
an open forum portion of the council meeting to complain about brutal. racist police officers.
"Ile’s the head Ku Klux Klan
grand dragon of all grand dragons.
I feel he is a racist." an unidentified black woman said. Others
said. "Gates must go.’’
During a television interview
Wednesdax from IlaWaii. Mayor
’Font Bradley said the chief’s retirement would "ins e us another
means by which we could begin
the healing process.
"I think there’s been a breakdown in the command structure all
the way from the top to the sergeants on the street who are re-

sponsible for super% ising iliese officers and drastic action must he
taken," Bradley said.
wenty -one police officers were
present at the scene of a heating lit
an unarmed black motorist whose
arrest was captured on videotape.
Earlier. Rodney G King’s lawyer said 25 officers were at the
scene of the March 3 heating of his
client. Ile apparently included tuo
California I lighway Patrol officers
and two school district officers.
his is going to get a lot bigger
and a kit balder before it’s over. ’
said attorney Steven Lerman while
announcing King wants to sue for
550 million --SI million for call
Hots iii li led by police officers
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drink selection and creative Mexican menu
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with every lunch on our deck (includes
spectacular ocean view.)

4. NO PROBLEM PARKING
in Capitola’s new 200 -car parking lot

5. WARM, TROPICAL ATMOSPHERE
all year round!

Come hear some of the hottest sounds on the
West Coast with Santa Cruz’s top D.J.’s.
Dance the night away and enjoy the good times
to be had at Skinny McDoogle’s.
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7 days a week!
FREE meal and FREE non-alcoholic drink to
the non -drinking member of a group of 4 to
assure your party a safe ride home.
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during Happy Hour Mon. -Fri. 4-6 pm.
9. CAPITOLA, CAPITOLA, CAPITOLA
The central coast’s most scenic seaside
village year round!
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Managing Editor/
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Egg Hunt
It’s the fifth annual Golden Egg Hunt today presented by the Associated Students Leisure Services. A new
clue as to where the egg is on campus is availayle every day. The golden egg can be redeemed for a $200 certificate and 50
silver eggs are also hidden redeemable for valuable prizes. For more information, call 924-5950.

Chief Photographer

What’s going on for the weekend of Mar. 22 and over Spring Break

Art Exhibit ECO-ART: Imaging a New Paradigm
the Art Building.

- Five artists’ environmental perspective curated by Patricia Sanders in Gallery 1 in

Concert Hall and Oates will be rockin’ the house at the Event Center Saturday night at 8. Tickets are $22.50 available through Bass and
the Event Center Box office.

Mary Morello
Kevin Squires
Photo Editor

Shellie Terry
Entertainment/ Features
Editor

OFF CAMPUS:

4:1

Music Fiesta International with Hispanic foods, exhibits, games and dancers doing the flamenco, salsa and tango. Held at the
San Jose Convention Center on Saturday and Sunday from 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Tickets are $3 for adults, $1 for kids ages 7-11 and
free for kids land younger. For more information call 435-8848.

Dancing The "Jetboy," "Maximillions Motorcycle Club," "Bad Neighor" and "Liulc Miss Devine" will be playing at the Cactus Club
Saturday at 9:30 p.m. Tickets arc $8 available in advance at Bass Ticketmastcr or at the door.

Theater The San Jose Center for Performing Arts will present "The Wizard of Oz" March 15-30. Tickets can be purchased at the San
Jose Civic Light Opera at 4 N. 2nd Street, Suite 100, or by calling 998-BASS. For more information call 971-1212.

MOVIES OPENING THIS WEEKEND AND OVER SPRING BREAK:
"The Five Heartbeats," the new Robert Townsend film opens nationwide next Friday Mar. 29. A story about five friends
who travel through three decades of fame and tradedy - sharing the same dream of "making music."
"The Long Walk Home" starring Sissy Spacek, Whoopi Goldberg and Dwight Schultz opens nationwide Friday. A drama
about the Montgomery, Alabama bus boycott of 1955.
"Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II: The Secret of the Ooze" our shelled, green wonders along with one miniature homosapien, Ernie Reyes, Jr. are at it again. Come out and see those wild dudes this Friday.
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Dou’ presents tragic story of lovers
Associated Press
’the Chinese film "Ju Dou"
Is a sweeping oedipal tragedy of
two lovers set apart by their society’s crippling mores and their
trecherous son.
"Ju Dou" is set in a provinal village in northwest China
.ring the 1920s. The miserly
I cruel Jin Shan (1.i Wei)
its a dye factory and buys
;self his third wile. Ju Dou.
,iing to impregnate her so he
a have an heir.

Dis Ii i two wives had failed
at this task anti were beaten to
death. But lin Shan continues to
pursue fatherhood. apparently
refusing to believe he is impotent. Jin Shan is merciless in his
torture. Ile ties up his new bride
and whips her when she doesn’t
quickly become pregnant.
Ju Doti. portrayed by the stunning Gong Li. doesn’t conceive.
begins to languish and falls in
love with lin Shan’s nephew.
Tian Qing 114 Ban-tian). a la-

leViNU’S
CHINESE CUISINEFOOD

above the vats of dye
borer at the tactinv
She recognins I Ian Qing is
"Ju Dou" is unrated with
her salvation and the pair have
secret trysts around the factory. English subtitles. It opened in
their Los Angeles on Mar. 5. in New
consummate
They
relationship in a breathtaking York on Mar. IS and will open
scene filmed amid rows of mas- elsewhere in the nation over the
sive sheets of fabric drying coming weeks.

RELAX, LISTEN TO JAZZ
AND HANG OUT
featuring SISU’s Own
"Mr. B Band"
Continuous Satellite Coverage
of NCAA Tournament

1
TO Co

Mandarin & Szechuan CuNI
Box Lunches To Co
Lunch and Dinner
*Catering Available

Open Doily
I 1:30-9.00pm
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294-3303 or 998-9427
131. E. Jackson Street

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

L

LA KVA von nESIAURAtit
flUe1An
Located On Market Si,
Between San Fernando
& Santa Clara
279-81 If)

Production Manager
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over the larger than life
sin computer chip that
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week in any year, past or
present.
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DRINKS

George Ortiz - Centerstage stall photographer

Linda Thaning of Walnut Creek looks over bv. Susan Steinman and Suzanne Girot. Thu
an eco-art piece, ’Inside the Wave.’ designed art piece is on display in Gallery One.

Environmentalist artists use
garbage to create Teo-Art’
By Prey Correos
Daily staff writer

MO throw away that old
huh cap. that beat-up garbage
can carver or that rusty tire OD1
because it could well he the next
mural for the Art building.
Garbage was the first impression the "Plco-Art: Imaging a
New Paradigm- gave at SJSt
Gallery I in the Art building
Fuesday night exhibiting five
artists’
But never go by first impressions.
Upon entering the exhibit
hall. a monstrous ti feet hy 20
feet collaboration by Suzanne
Ging and Susan Leihovitz Steinman cannot be ignored. Any
viewer would be fasinated to see
tamiliar parts one has bought.
used and discarded, and then
turned into an art form.
This unusual piece called "Inside the Wave" is a collage of
Rink materials.
The huge. wall-like structure
takes up half the room and is
shaped as if it were a wave
surge.
On one side of the swell is an
array. of mesh screens. eh r
bumpers, broken skeletons of
wheel, heat -up radiators and tangled metal wires.
On the other side is a weave
of green and brown trash bags
which is intertwined with seaweed and Fricalyptus hark. It
then circulates into a wooded cemetary with naked branches and

wigs.
sculpture and architeture in her
Inside the center it is dark and art - she has a masters in Alt
%kith the branches thinning Ilistor) anda Bachelors in Arout - the images are haunting chitecture.
and barren.
Then there are photographs hy
The artists. Girt and Stein- Bonnie Shed.. an environmental
man, work with the California scuphor. landscape designercoastline and urban ecology re- planner and educator The phi
spectively.
are in black and uhne with

’This exhibition is intended to stimulate
further dialogue rather than to provide a
definitireformulation of a new paradigum.’
Patricia Sanders.
curator. Gallery I
A video tape with meditation
music in the background shows
a creature lying motionless by
the ocean steps with flies and
maggots eating at its carcass presenting the residual effect pollutants have on sea mammals.
"Within the spiral we saw the
breaking %axe ... a natural phenomenon that occurs when
ocean meets land.’’ stated Girt
and Steinman.. plaque
They address the "recurring
themes of imbalance and extinction, and a weaving or linking
together of natural and cultural
sy stems. "
The other art displays aren’t
as large. hut the artists’ idea was
to "create work that literally affects life for the better according to Patricia Johansons piece
emit led "Undangered Garden."
Johanson combine% painting.

colorful cut-outs ot fruit, fli,x)
ers. vegetables and animals out
tied "Garden of Knowledge."
The message of the an stems
from the fact that man needs
cooperate with nature, rather
than competing with it. Symbolic in their an form, these art,
ists have combined concerns for
the biosphere and interaction
with the community in their
work.
’This exhibition is intended
to stimulate further dialogue
rather than to provide a delim
live formulation ot nexs paradi
gum.- curator. Pauli. la Sanders
wrote in the 11’0- Art program
The exhibition runs through
April IN at the Gallery I in the
Art Building. Flours are Monday -Thursday I I a.m -4 p.m .
Tuesda) livening 644 p nn.

,

-WED thru SAT TIL 10 pm-SUNDAYS TIL 11 pm -

NO COVER B 4 9PM
SPRING INTO THE
NO COVER W/ STUDENT I.D.
PET SHOP BOYS

FREE’

videos, tapes, posters
HAIRCUTS BY DEBUT SALON

LOCAL BAND NIGHT
EVERY THURSDAY
4/4- The Flesh A go go + Mysterious Ways
4/11- Frontier Wives + Uncle Lucifer
418- Hemi + Crash Course
4’25- Short Stories + Cafe of Regret
5/2- Odd Numbers + The Spit Muffins
LIVE MUSIC POOLSIDE, D.J. DANCING INSIDE
STUDENTS IN FREE
Wednesdays, Thursdays, Sundays
ALWAYS 21 A OVER DINING & DANCING 8P91 2AM WED-SUN
200 N 1ST 4.,i1 ST JAMES. SAN JOSE 408.292.2212
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SJSU’s Best
We want to give you another chance to name the best. This ballot will run
every Thursday, and the top choices will be featured in this semester’s last
issue of CenterStage. Write in your picks for the following categories, then
drop this list off at the Spartan Daily, Wahlquist Library North, room 104 or at
the Student Union information booth.
campus hangout class cleanest building -

SJSU instructor
rocks at Club Jazz
By Pamela Schatz
CenterStage stall writer
to hear cool, be If you ss
hopping jail the way it should
he played. catch Mr. B. and his
ensemble tonight at Gerard’s
Club Jai/ at 55 South Market St.
He play s the C -flute, altopicollo and scat sings. His
lc is primarily from the
sounds of the 1950s and I 960s.

deli sandwich -

hoards: Iiic Raeburn, saxaphone and Beau Kane. bass guitar. The hand has been playing
together tor ten y cars
Butler Long is known in the
entertainment circle as Mr. B.
He is currently an assistant teacher at SJSC. He teaches along
professor Dwight
with &1St
Canon, the history 01 111/ Irom
past to present.

Mr. B. also lectures for anous musk classes on campus
The lectures ,onsist of the grass
nxits on the hehop period which
was dominant between 19451955. Mr. B. grey, up in this
era, so he feels he has a lot of information to give.
In 1989 Mr. B performed in
npaerdani. Paris and Copenha’1 was %cry well Nen

drink Greek parties happy hour health club hot dog -

iel ed..

Mr

instructor Butler "Mr. B." Long
It.
’I sing my heart out. ’
said
Ile plays original composition
from time to time, hut most ot
the music conies t n1111 performers like Ilerhie Hancock. NA’ayne
Schorter and Charlie Parker
Included in his ensemble are
so, other 1111.1s1LallS. I .011nle Henderson. yyoodYY Inds: George Di:Candi,. trumpet: Eric Brown.
drums: Chester Smith. key -

local band night club parking spot radio station restaurant bargain restaurant to take a date -

ft

he said.
v, as horn and raised in

Brooklyn. Ness York. He came
Ii California in the fall of 1977
Ii’ study music at MSC
f-or the past 10 ears he has
been busy putting musk’ii
,2ether and hiring musicians.
I he musk. starts tonight at 9.
and Club Jai/ admission is Si
And tin the students who say .
**Mr It sent me" whether or
tint the know him, get a $2 admission discount.
Gerard ’s is a French restaurant as well as a club, so all ages
arc ikelcome

spring break spot sporting event FREE ADMISSION v’v.

study area -

SNEAK PREVIEW MARATHON

sun spot -

SAT
(
LATE SHOW 11

LA T MOP RIAril pm
aDt
FNOHTARLOGES
AM

transportation to campus weekend activity -

Ri4,4

451

IPAMK

9 ANIMATORS ONE VISION

Join us for Bible Study,
Prayer & Fellowship

"A futuristic ’FANTASIA... Japan’s
answer to ’HEAVY METAL’

OVER 5,000 USED CD’S TO
CHOOSE FROM

Friday, March 22, 7:30 pm
Duncan Hall Room 135

"MODERN TIMES’ meets ’WAR OF THE
WORLDS’ meets ’GODZILLA "

NEW AND USED CD’S
BUY SELL TRADE

CAMPUS PASTOR GARY
ALEDRIN SPEAKS

$1 off
any
CD
4XCHRRGE
tag E SANTA CLARA ST Ski JOSE
IBEIIVEEN Id
Validated PrIong)rd St Garage
(408) 294-0345
(Some restrictions apply)

Thursday, March 21, 7am-12

Bible Study in the Chapel
For more information
Call:
Campus Pastor
Gary Alldrin
(415) 961-5781

I

.e4ir

REALITY

9"ottine

ONE WEEP,
ONLY’

AT THE TOWNE: Sat 46 7pm -BEST OF S.F. COMEDY COMPETITION"
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High-tech wonders
inspire the Garage
Bs John Bessa
CenterStage sten writer
Garage.
The word conjures up images
tit a dark. rat -infested hole filled
by a broken and rusting 194
Pontiac with Oat tires. and sonic
soil of foul goo lulling irom the
engine compartment
Add a greasy workbench leaning in a sickly 11:11 1%1111 splintering edges and tools coated with
sticky . wheel hearing grease.
and you got a garage.
For others. though. a garage
Is .1 spotless haven of technology
where instruments and machines
that will someday move the
world click and hu// 1111(11), like
a cheap telephone A garage
is here the future is handcrafted.
’Fhe Technology. Center Ga!age on San Carlos Street. diiet.tly across from the Corot:noon ("enter, is a place designed
Iii represent lust such a garage
The Garage. 1.1h1C11 Opened
list November, features exhibits
things that are used in technological industries, trout robots to
bicycles. and emphasiies an inieracti se vim iach tti the technologies on thsplav
1 in" e,1111111e. %slum you first
ilk into the exhibit hall, you
ale elected by the swooshing let’
like sounds of sonic sort tit

spat.ecrat . I hey l’iout out of tin v
speakers surrounding a four is heeled. moon -rover -like car
hanging sideways from the wall.
A s ideo screen perched from
the car shows 3D pictures of
difterCIli geological formations
of Mars, all moving and spinning as if you were being flown
around the objects hy a drunk
helicopter pilot.
fouling the space theme is the
lubble telescope exhibit. A
large reflective mirror. like the
one used on the actual telescope.
has explanations ot how the real
mirror was ground improperly
and will not work as designed
A quick look around the highceilinged hall reveals little about
the Garage. since most items require sonic explanations. Directions on the exhibits help, hut to
get the is hole story . corralling
one of the workers is the way to
go
-.I like it hest w 11CI1 I ean put a
little shossht, unto it, Garage
volumeei Fred Spielherger said
al his approach to showing the
exhibits
In this world you’re
Away s selling something.’" he
said.
Speilherger is the tender ot
the technology bar
an exhibit
that allows v valor, to touch
things that .Ife used in everyday

chr
Cemerstage start photographer
.
Chris .lones of Oak Knoll School in \ lento
I)ajl I ii ing Robot’ that is designed for the
Park tries his hand at commanding the disabled. and on display at ’jhe Garage.
lite, hut are created from high X ermont. earthquakes are noi a ettort. hut is the precursor to
technology
the tu...ss
tes.linologs
eentet
requent wet ience
At the hat you’ll hind Kevlar.
""I like to see it crash. she the re going to build. Spiela plastic that is stronger than said tit the exhibit. "it’s las- lx-rger said
steel. Kevlar is used in bullet- Limiting
1 tu.. nes., museum \sill he lo
Beauchain said she
proot vests, army helmets, and decided to see what the Garage eitied nest to the Children’s IhsjList about anything else where had tin otter atter seeing the di, eosers Museum on ko, Was.
and 11 ill L’oNt 1411 million. the
strength is needed. Speilhergei play in from ot the buildmg sae
I
said
wde said
said
lie also shims MI Cermet. a
ceramic aluminum
compound
that is the third strongest sub- If you grow tired of the dandruffanalyzer then
stance known in science, in a go to the bicycle display and build a hike.
super-ahstirham cloth. made
from wood tiheis, that bonds
114 it h water and lets 11011e oh it
Chnsitna Less is. a Present a
I he
pen I ussdas
out.
11011 1111211 SC11001 stildent. said through Ssunsla twin lii a in to
p ni . and is s lose(’ -Thanksgis All tit the different substances that she read .1111,1.11 the Garage
tin display are asailahlc to be hetore. hut had neve’ been mite das Christmas day . and
touched, but he psepared to an- there
Si.’w 1 eai’s das Admission is
swer
ger% questions
’I think the hiology exhibit is ’sit he adult. and 5.4 tor children
(the superabsorhant cloth is used mary elms. she said I he hi- and sellltni citt/ens
in diapers)
ology exhibit shows hov, genet *So 26.1 assas from that old
It you grow tired tit the dart Pontlas -infested bins and see
work m humans and animals
Limn analy, ,et . a booth that meais hat the garages ot the tuture
flie Garage is not the high
sures the number til particles in [Num of the technology IllUse11111 ,ould he like
the air to keep them from toulim:
up computer equipment. then
to the bicycle display and buil,
coupon mmi
hike This displav has a numhsi
mitst ellpUtel sc.reens, and hut
tons that allow v ’soots to choose
it. fiat comptmems the hike
should he made is ith
A more interactoe exhibit is
make it.
the "Larthquake
then shake it exhibit
can choose the ty
ill materials
and %lie tit a budding. and then
create their own earthquake to
see how the building sunsis es
The building will either sw
elillapse. depending on the coin
hmation if Lich tr., chosen
Ehe somhmation that &stony.
Not good with any other offer
135W.Santa Clara St
the building is tairly oh% lolls to
1111.151 Californians. hut tor Debo280-0707
Expire’s’ April 4, 1991
rah Heaucham. a %isnot trout

FREE PIZZA DELIVERY
14*;* $3,00 OFF ArPlYZif

t’$2.00

Dean 1ebster of Sunns sale inspects performance
prosements in the construction of todas ’s Nestles.

im-

OFF AG
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Timmy T,
Carey
still top
records lists
The following are the
top record hits and leading
popular compact disks as
they appear in Billboard
magazine.
HOT SINGLES
."One More Try"
Timmy T (Quality)
2: ’Someday" Mariah
Carey (Columbia)
3."Coming Out of the
Dark" Gloria Estefan
(Epic)
4."This House" Tracie
Spencer (Capitol)
5."Get Here" Oleta
Adams (Fontana)
6."Hold You Tight"
’Fara Kemp (Giant)
7." You’re In Love"
Wilson Phillips (SBK)
e Been Thinking
About You London Beat
(Radioactive)
9.Rescue Me" Madonna (Sire)
."Sadeness Part I
Enigma (Charisma)
TOP IT’S
."Mariah
Carey
Iariah Carey (Columbia)
2 ’The Soul Cages’.
some tA&M)
"Wilson
Phillips"
Wilson Phillips
-4. ...o ihe lixtiemc"
Vanilla Ice (510K)
5."Gonna Make You
Sweat" C&C Music Factory (Columbia
6. "Shake Your Money
Black
Maker**
The
(’rowe% ( Del American)
7."I’m Your Baby Tonight" Whitney Ilmniston
(Arista(
(4. ’’Into the Light’’ Gloria Estelan Epic,
9." Please
!Immo’
Don’t Hurt Eni" M.(’
[Emmet (Capitol I
I O. " Some
People’s
Lives Bette Midler (Atlantic)

CINEBARr/
ef

A drinking person’s bar!
Only pool table
Downtown!
No drugs or fighting!
69 F. San Fernando
(Corner of 2nd)

CenterStage

Manring’s album ’Drastic Measures’
ruins original artists’ sounds of past
Jimi Hendrix,
Sting turned into
’on hold’ music

the stuff you’re forced to listen
to when somebody puts your
telephone call on hold.
After cutting the heart and
soul out of Purple Han,"
Manring set out to disembowel
Sting’s "Spirits in the Material
World." In Sting’s desire to
promote the cross pollinization
of jazz with other forms of
music, he gave permission to
American jazz artists to experiment with his music. The experiment taticd

By Claudia Bramkamp
Daily staff writer
For those of you who wondered just how long it would be
before someone would try to recycle the hest of acid rock of the
1960s into elevator music, wait
no further.
Michael Manring’s new CD.
’Drastic Measures is just what
RECORD
it promises to he in its title
REVIEW
drastic attempt to homogenize
some of the best rockiazz music
ot the past and subdue it iii the
conforms of background music
Manring’s version of "Spirts
for a shopping mall.
in the Material World is a repeJimt Hendrix may quite possi- titious, monotonous bore. All
bly be spinning in his grave right the highs and lows from Stitt
now.
original version were chopped
If you remember. I lendrix’s out of the remake and the res,iii
"Purple Ilaze’’ is a NIMMII COM- is pretty pathetic.

Manring’s version of "Spirts in the Material
World" is a repetitious, monotonous bore. All
the highs and lows from Sting’s original
version were chopped out of the remake and
the result is pretty pathetic.
hination ot violent, turbulent exhuberance. When Hendrix lit his
guitar on fire after playing that
song at the 1967 Monterey International Pop Festival, the crowd
went crazy.
Manring’s version of "Purple
Haze sounds more banal than

pintuvw

-I he rest ot the songs on tlh
CD were written by Manriii
himself, except for one callc.!
"500 Miles High" written
Chick Corea.
It’s easy to imagine Mani
ings’ songs providing the hak

American
"IF Red Cross

ground music in a K -mart if they
were just a little livelier. Most of
the songs seem even a little too
discordant and dissonant even
for that.

In the future. if Michael
Manring plays this kind of
music, he should stick to his
own songs and leaves the old
classics alone.

DANCING WED -SUN
21 AND OVER PLEASE

WEDNESD
SHOW
pa/string the Rest tire Mus
Marcb
27

in San Jose

Ibe World

Psychedelic,
Retro Pop

Starling
This Week

LOUDfrom I A.

SUGAR
ormerly The (hells $6

DIATRIBE South Ray Debut vvvvvrr
ALL SHOIS
April 10 ODD NUMBERS
April!" SURPRISE GuEsT
.4pri/ 24 NO MAN
a nlarkcard
Ma) I G*TTERSI.*TS
AAAAAAA
is)
April 3

2 for 1

t;
1

A livening
the RNAnk,,
PETA Sponsored b
NEW 1()01(.5 CAMN
TONIGHT,
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY

RE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER
s1.111%(. Kitt AI,
’.111. 151

NVoinift

Visible Changes
Tanning Center
WOLFF &SUNTANA SYSTEMS

296- B -TAN
M-Th 8am -10pm Fri 8am-9pm Sat 9am-7pm Sun 1 lam-4pm
2189 Mom iroe 51 Santa Clara
Bntw..nrt S’rtn Te_wrIns E xp & Scott Blvd

EVERYBODY
DANCE NOW!
A TRILOGY OF NEW DAM PERFORM/A(15 BY
ROGER TOIAS, GAII PALMER I JENNIFER VAUGHN
EVERY THURSDAY BEGINNING MARCH 28

PEAKS
ItETWIN
Wdlitt If Ott lin r,r N ,,FUN WE Er 111)5

FIX THE CLUB I 400SOUTHEIRST$SANJOSE$298.9796
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Horoscope
for the week/ Mar. 24
Aries:

(Mar. 21 ’April19) Your main objective is to go do all the things over spring break that will make
everyone jealous. You should be able to come back from your wild vacation and make people
sick with envy as they wish they were you. The new moon on the 28th will bring a wild escapade
you might not want to tell everyone about.

Taurus:

(April 20-May 20) The bull will be a pussycat over vacation if he receives a well needed rest.
The sun will be a big draw to this earth sign. The family is essential for a totally well rounded
vacation. A loved one sacrifices for your happiness and it pays off. Enjoy the simple. A concert
or event proves to be well worth your money.

6rminis

(May 21 -June 20) The new wild adventures that present themselves to you need to be taken full
advantage of. Thc very weird turns out to he extremely normal, while a seemingly safe adventure
is able to satisfy the wild side you need to tame. You make progress in areas that seem light years
away.

Cancer

(June 21 -July 22) Like an old Steve Miller song on the radio while you’re in a lawn chair with a
cold bottle of beer in your hand, this vacation will provide moments that make one look up to the
sky and say thanks! An old, txusibly forgotten, love re-enters your life with a bang. Nostalgia
has a place that borders tacky and extreme pleasure.

I

(July 23 -Aug. 22) Surround yourself with the best: Picasso on the walls, cold Beck’s in the
fridge, an old epsiodc of Cheers on television and that special someone spending the night. A
little risky you say, but that’s what they will say about you as you parade your good taste across
county lines. The 28th’s full moon doesn’t mean the good times will end, hut a little breather
wouldn’t hurt.

lifc,,

(Aug. 23 -Sept. 22) Be original, you destroy your critics footing by being so unique. It will
throw everyone for a bit, but a conservative view will not give you the proper outlook for the type
of activities you’re looking for.

lihra:

(Sept. 23.0ci. 22) Try that little something you have always wanted to do. Forget what
everybody else is going to say, "be the master of your fun." You earned this vacation make sure
you enjoy every minute.

Scorpio:

(Oct. 23 -Nov. 21) lam sorry hut your definition of ’wild’ is not something David Lynch would
go ’00000000...’ at. It is more like Johnny Carsortor Dana Carvey doing Johnny Carson, giving a
"that is wild" comment to everything that appears on the show. This is not all bad, but what you
find as good will be great.

Sagittarius:

(Nov. 22 -Dec. 20) Your break will be like business is normal without the work part. You should
really try to sleep in a couple of days . go find that small little jai, club, sip a couple of cafe lanes
clown and relax (because I don’t want to have to tell you what will happen if you don’t). Find
that little division between joy and pain.

Capricorn:

(L)cc. 21 -Jan 19) When the train of opportunity passes you, hop aboard and ride it into the
sunset. An adventure will present itself over the break that if you do not act tun it you will live to
regret it Use what you know to benefit those around you, because they will see you as an asset
they can not do without and will demand your presence.

.1quarins:

(Jan 20 -Feb. 18) Stick to traditional spring break events, Palm Springs or something like that.
They will let you feel comfortable and have a wild party at the same time. Invite that stranger
over for a drink, or dinner, it could turn out tithe a romantic episode to last a life time.

Pisces:

(Feb. 19 -Mar. 20) Don’t worry about trying to have fun, you’ll have a good time doing almost
everything. I know you’re the type that will have a blast going to aerobics or even just swimming
laps. Leave room for that special someone to bring romance into your days and nights.

Publicity photo

11nody Allen’s movie ’Alice’ is up for an Oscar
Award for best original screen
.

’Dances’ takes most
Oscar nominations
1.0S ANGELES (AP) Here
is a list of nominees for Monday
night’s 63rd annual Academy
Awards.
"Awakenings."
PICTURE:
Woke..."
With
"Dances
"Ghost," The Godfather Part
III." "Com]Fella.,"
Costner,
Kevin
ACTOR:
"Dances With Wolves": Ruben
De Niro. "Awakenings"; Gerard Depardieu, "Cyrano de
Ilan’s.
Richard
Bergerac";
"The Field": Jeremy Irons.
"Reversal of Fortune "
Bates,
Kathy
ACTRESS.
Huston.
"Misery": Anje
Hie Goiters": Julia Robens,
Meryl
’Pretty
Woman’’.
Streep. "Postcards From the
Joanne
Woodward.
Edge".
"Mr & Mrs. Bridge."
ACTOR:
SUPPORTING
"1 .ongt i me
Dav i son ,
Bruce
Garcia.
Companion"; Andy
"The Godfather Pan III": Graham Greene. "Dances With
Woke...", Al Pacino. "Dick
Tracy Joe Pesci, "CioodFellas
ACTRESS:
SI ’IPORTING
Annette Bening. "The Griners’. 1.orraine Bracco, ’ *GoodWhoop’ Goldberg.
Fellas..:
"Ghost**. Diane Ladd. "Wild at
McDonnell
Heart":
Mary
"Dances With Wolves."
DIRECTOR. Kevin Costner.
"Dances With Wolves": Francis Ford Coppola. "The God
lather Part III", Martin Semsese ,
Stephen
id Fe I las
Frears. "The Graters". Barbet
Sehriieder. ’’Re’. ersal iii Fortune
MIGINAL SCRFFNIPLAY
Woody Allen. "Alive". Barry
Bruce
Ii’’. ’mon, "AYalon’.
Joel Rubin. "(Mos’’’. Poo
V’eir. "Green Card... Whit Stillman. "Metropolitan
ADAPTED SCREENPLAY.
"AwakenSteven
Zaillian.

ings". Michael Blake. "Dances
With Wolves": Nicholas Pileggi
and Martin Scorsese. "GoodFellas"; Donald E. Westlake.
Nicholas
Grillers...
"The
Ka/an, "Reversal of Fortune."
CINEMAPKAAPHY. "AY
Ain," "Dances With Wok es."
"The Godfathei
"Dick Tracy
Part III." "Henry & June."
COSTUME DESIGN: "Av’Cyrano de Bergerac...
alon,
Dances With Woke’., ."Dick
Tracy:. ’ lanilet...
DOCUML WARY
FEATURE: " menean Dream
in the Simi.:
’’Berkeley
’Building Bombs," ’’1-11"eL:
ACil%Ist,, Stories From the Veterans if the Abraham Lincoln
"Waldo Salt: A
Brigade.’
Screen \ niers Journey.
MUSIC ORIGINAL SCORE
Ramly Neuman. "Avalon’’.
John Harry, "Dances With
Nolte...,
Maurice
Jaffe.
Day id Gnisin. "Ha
"(410,1
%and.: John \Villiains. "Holm
Alone

Brad Detanna

HOME OF THE KAMIKAZE
Yes,
every night
of the week
at the...

.n tur tarp,

TASTE MEXICO FOR 112 THE PRICE

Enjoy one complimentary ’it"
combination entree when a second
combination entree of equal or
greater value is purchased

1299 Lawrence Expwy,
(408) 354-2200
141 1/2 N. Santa Cruz Ave.
I.os Gatos, CA,

Santa Clara, CA
/----"KcEXICAt.c.
(408) 249-2001
Reservations Accepted
APULCO
Offer expires April 4,1991
Not vnlid Easter Sundny 3/31
or with tiny other offer

CANTINA
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Low-income housing Hollywood style
A
I I )S ANA di I s AI’)
5111,111 group ill I lollywood pertormers are helping to create
Tinseltown’s first affordable
housing projects for struggling
performers
Comprised ()I’ volunteer actors
and behind the -camera enter-

tainmem workers. !lousing tor
Entertainment Professionals Inc.
has labored for six years to bring
low-income housing to col leagues in the entertainment capital of the world.
Working with the Community
Redevelopment Agency of the

City of Los Angeles. HIT has
co-sponsored two projects that
will provide a total of 90 low-income apartments to entertainment workers.
Rents will range front $300
per month for a bachelor unit to
$950 per month.

THEY WERE JUST FIVE GUYS FROM THE NEIGHBORHOOD,
BUT TOGETHER THEY CREATED A SOUND THAT ROCKED AMERICA.

Toi Huang. a senior art major, stands in front of one of his
pieces on displav in the Student l’nion Art Gallery.

Artist shows poweribl
work in Student Union
I4 koIit’rl %% SC111/1t.
ConterStage staff wnter
1111 IltiiIt)!5 111C1114/TIC5 411T
!long held captive in the Student
I mon Art Ciallery.
Stemories of death. memories
pain. memories of war.
1110110r1C% aren’t pretty.
are the kind that grah
%lesser. Iss the neck and shake
111C111 li 11 41 5%1111C lioartp has lett
ot his Vietnamese
fits
ssar ton 5 hildhood in the 1’111011
\ rt
tot ...seismic to v. alk
.1111111111 .11111 111/11lIel
111 MC 111.11 1114/111 IS IlkC 41
11111C s I 114Ige klillilre.’
ICIIIkC.

Salt’

1 (11

thrector and ...I

1.111.1
1 here is nothing in Nev.
( ’Imago oi 1 A., Angell!,
lii’fl. Pit ilk’ IW"k"I"Ildi
ies that is ans stomper than
ihis Nothing.- ;elute added
lint them 1111 ,1111C1 gallci
111k: V11/1111 1111111 This NISI ha, he
01 .lit student 5 memo’ les
1
%sink is
ilsilui pain
’iii lii Ilming
said
I her,
hit’ po.hleins mit
d to .1. something
Moe. I
ilkkit 11
1..11 15%4/ Lii
III 11CMCCII 41
pm( tom ii(sc111111(

Itill MO Ills

lasses. he did something

Ile

used oils. enamel i,mi house
patio trees, grasses. sandshmc
and harbt’ll %%Ire 10 recreate his
menhirs .
-It is personal... he said "It
sou Imik :it the us ink there is es
ersthing then:
That es cis thing is IIMA CI till

irjl,/.c1
e 1r,

-It inas he the most es.. am:,
shins tor Mc students that use se
...set had. t.chrke said
Students said tiles also liked
ilic look tiles got um. 1 loang
incin..nes
"I’m an es ii person so I
thought it ssas good 11 is us ii.
said Ru ii landu. an 5.151 eleu
i rural engineering student
I hs paintings has.: plants and
trees gross 1111’ 11111 01 Mein I :lc
imp’sIs mg on the ground look
like trenches used hr ssartarc.
11Ite ....hole room vises one the
leeling that use hake ssalked into
a
a hi... kis
iarlter
aasuillelage scpe
h
’1 ll’el 111C pi1111 4111(1111C S1.111C1

II" from its horiotic trageuls.
sass a luieni that is hanging on
the %sail
memone vi ill he
kept in the I nil Art (*milers
until Apol 12

r ri Err rrr
rilijiur _I j

TER

PIZ.EititLE

A IR FIN 61 OBE E OWNSEld
IWENTIEII (ENTRY EOM RESENTS I FIN Eff ROBERT lOWISENE) IIE FIVE IERIBEAIS kOBEJ 101INSEND
Ail(NAE1 W116111 LEON HAIRY]. IENNIN 11(0 WELLS HARM NICK% AND D1ANANN (111011
511KEI Ifirstir SIEVE ’Vial AND DEE DX ’JOHN (WEI, ALE WINN NOW
DILL DILIROBEE MOO I 1EENEN IVORY WOOS"; lORE1HA (. 10C
rR

fEl.::’’erni0BERITOWNSENO[

OPENS MARCH 29th AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE

